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Hello 4K Families! 

As we enter into April I am sure we will be met with a lot more 

sunshine, a little rain, and hopefully NO MORE SNOW!  I love 

the smell of the earth and can’t wait to see those small green 

stems poking through the ground. As we bounce back and forth between 

sun and rain don’t forget to give a quick look inside your child’s backpack for 

that extra set of clothes and maybe an extra pair of socks– those puddles 

can be so inviting! 

I hope you all had an opportunity to sit down and talk with your teachers 

during conferences last week. Thank you for taking the time to meet with 

your child’s teachers.   Conferences are a wonderful opportunity to hear 

about the growth your child has made and the fun things they have in store 

for the rest of the year.   

In the next few weeks you will be receiving a Sun Prairie 4K Program evalu-

ation. There will be an online version or if you prefer paper those will also be 

available.  We look forward to your feedback and appreciate your time in 

completing the survey. 

It is hard to believe that we have been together for six months now, more 
half way through our year together.  It just amazes me how quickly the time 
flies, especially when you are having as much fun as we are!    
 
Enjoy these spring days! 
 
Elizabeth Knudten 
SP4K Program Supervisor 
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Why Do We Play? 
 “Is this all they do – just play? How will they learn when they’re only having fun?”  These are im-

portant questions that you might have when you visit your child’s classroom. The very core of our curricu-

lum is based on play.  Does this promote learning?  The answer is a resounding YES! 

 Erika Christakis, an Early Childhood Education Faculty Fellow at the Yale Child Study Center, and 

Nicholas Christakis, a pediatrician named to Time Magazine’s list of the 100 most influential people in the 

world, wrote an article for CNN titled, “Want to Get Your Child into College?  Let Them Play.” This article 

can be found at cnn.com.  They say, “One of the best predictors of school successes is the ability to control 

impulses…. The beauty of a play-based curriculum is that very young children can routinely observe and 

learn from others’ emotions and experiences.”  They also refer to non play-based or, “skill and drill 

“programs,  as those that “promote more of a social isolation.”  They go on to say that, “Through play, 

children learn to take turns, delay gratification, negotiate conflicts, solve problems, share goals, acquire 

flexibility, and live with disappointment…a key ingredient for intellectual and social-emotional success.”  

We do this EVERY DAY during work/center time in our classrooms.  As a parent, you might wonder what 

your child is learning when he/she is: 

 

 

When Children Do This:    They are Learning to: 

 
 

These are just a few of MANY examples of learning taking place through PLAY!!!  Feel free to ask your 

teacher if you have any questions and don’t forget to PLAY, PLAY, PLAY!!!! 

Put blocks into trucks & dump them out Understand size, weight, and number concepts 
(Math & Science) 

Pretend to be grown-ups Engage in socio-dramatic play and making con-
nections to their world 

Finish a puzzle Complete a task and fine motor (using working 
fingers/hands to strengthen for writing) 

Gather paper, scissors and glue for a project Plan and carry out a task, fine motor, creative 
thinking, independence 

Make boats sink Recognize cause and effect and problem solv-
ing (Science & Logical Thinking) 

Scribble on paper Use writing as a form of communication 
(Literacy) and fine motor 

Sort or classify objects that are the same Math and classification 

Catch and throw balls Coordinate eye and hand (large motor) move-
ments 

 



The best place is to always start with your child’s teacher. 

They have close contact with your child and have a deep 

understanding of their program and can most quickly ad-

dress any of your concerns.  

The next step is to contact your 4K site director. They have 

a wealth of knowledge and can answer questions about 

the many site specific policies and procedures. 

WHO DO I CONTACT WITH QUESTIONS?  

 

4K Program Supervisor:   

Elizabeth Knudten 

608-834-6671 

elknudt@sunprairieschools.org 

4K Secretary:  

Cindy Schmitz 

608-834-6672 

csschmi@sunprairieschools.org 


